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Honiecomii;ig Rated Success
As·Thousands Attend Events:
SISTINE CHAPEL CEILING IT AIN'T - Face .painting was just
one of the many activities offered during Homecoming '79. Over all,
the day was rated a smashing·success.
·

By n 'a l'id Levin
· "I w·as very pleased with the atFrom the country fair in the greenfendaqce," said Falciglia. "Starting
striped tent to Las Vegas Night to - a program like this is always tough,
the soccer game, Homecoming 1979
but I · think we had fantastic supwas rated a smashing success by
port. I was especiiiliy pleased witfi
· Thomas Falciglia, chairma_n of the
the alumni attendance."
Homecoming Com~ittee.
Falciglia said everyone he talked to
Falciglia estimated the total atat Homecoming had only nice things
tenda<nce , for this "fi~t ever"
to say. "I heard nothing · but rave
Homecoming was in the neighreviews ~from the alumni about the
borhood of 2,000 to3,000; including fact we now had a Homecoming like
alumni, students, parents, and
other colleges. This is the start of a
faculty.
_
tradition," he said.
Falciglia was also pleased with the
participation of the students. "They
got into the spirit of the event and
really enjoyed it," he said. 'Tm also
pleased with ·the cooperation we got
from the whole campus-,... everyone
asked to help, helped. For that,
To raise the money necessary to we're deeply grateful."
build · a gym, Fusco suggested
Because of the excellent turnout
holding a campus-wide referendum and the spirit of the crowd, Falciglia
to boost the Student Activity Fee said Homecoming had achieved all
temporarily to $100. per seQlester~ o( its goals. "I wanted to draw
The extra $75 would go into a p!;!opleJo the RWC campus to.show
specia! Senate fund earmarked for them · the beauty and to better
construction.
· ~ th em wt'th 't
acquamt
t , " sat'd
Fusco estimates that within a year Falciglia. "I also wanted to awaken
this extra Activity Fee revenue could their interest, which
help the
amount to 'lls much as $300,000 college in ter~s of long ran~e
which the Se~te would then present

Groundbreaking Within] 8 Months
for ·Gym is Stuilent Senate.Priority
By BUI Winter
Citing the fact that the RWC
Student Senate really isn't "dOing
anything for the students,"
President Steve Fusco has drawn up
a list of priorities thafhe thinks the
Senate should accomplish. Heading
this list is to have ground broken for
a gym at RWC within 18 months.
The / list,' which Fusco unveiled at
the September 26 Senate meeting,
also included having the Snacl,c Bar
and Rat redecorated by next
semester. and having t~acher and

administration evaluations printed
up for freshmen and upperclassmen
by next September.
Committees were set up at the
meeting. to research the feasibilities,
costs, and - prol?!em'S of reaching
these goals.
Although the · individual committees will have the final say on
such mattersjis bandling the costs
of these projects and 'procuring
Administration backing, Fusco had
several ideas of his own, especially
on the matter of building a gym.

Today Las_t Chance to

Vote For Three Vacant
Freshinen Senate Seats

will

~~:~:.dministration to b.e used for

Fusco admits that the $300,000 is

development.programs.'.'..
Falciglia expressed satisfactiQn
with the attlfude of the crowd. "I
. would say the high point of the day
was the spirit and enthusiasm that
seemed 'lo 'permiate the whole event
from .J 2 on," he said. "The events.
were. attended all day long, with 2 to
4 p.m. being the peak hours." He
admitted to being surprised with the
attendance at the dinner, (over 800)
and the theater (well over 200.)
; .

For Complete ·
Photo Coverage
of Homecoming
See Page 6
Besides those two events, all the
other Homecoming activities were
well attended. Las Vegas Night,
_which was constantly crowded,
appeared to be one of the biggest
. crowd pleasers. Several prizes were
.auctioned off, including a ten speed
tbike, donated by Dorm Government •• a badmitten set, plants, and
liquor-.
.._

B
_R etz.ee Miki tarian ea tsOut Two R 1·, ,nzs. to '""" '
R
ca·'Yrnturo
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.

only-one fourth to one third of the
. total cost ofbuildinga new gym, but ..
hopes that such a display of student

·

.

.

-

·

v~ .

support would -motivate the
Administration to hasten con·
I C
• . •
V
struction of the gym.
By KIMBERLY NEWTON.
Fusco agreed that one of the major
· problems with this plan is whether
During Dormatory Government's
or not students will go along with a recent vice-presidential election,
According to Senate President
move to quadruple their activity Renee Makitarian Fan against two
By Vera Eisinger
Steve Fusfo. more freshmen aJ;e
Fee. The Senate did have the lo_ng-time · government members,
Today is the last day to vote in the running to fill the vacancies than in
authority to raise -the Activity Fee and-walked off with more than half
RWC Student Senate annual fall previous years.
·
without a referendum, subject to of the students' total votes.
semester elections. Voting will be
The election, which was held
"I feel t his can ·be attributed to the
a pprova1 by the Board of Trustees,
held between 9 and 4 in the Student fact that the Senate has taken a but decided that the students should
September 24 and 25, drew 311
Union.
residential students' votes, out.of a ·
crucial stand on recent issues, and
decide_such an important issue'.
·Running · this year for the three.." new students · have seen this. I also
In order for the refer.endum to be · possible 800. Makitarian edged out
vacant freshman positions are ·Lisa feel that freshmen are impressed
binding, at least 20 percent of the he r two competitors Robert
Hoffman, Ray ·Tedesco, Greg with the success of social events that - student · body must vote, and a
Desandro and Mark Sobol, with
Martin, Wally Ramos, Kimberly we have sponsored this yea~."
. majority must vote forthe increase.
177 votes. Desandro trailed
HEARTBEAT aWAY
Tinkham, and Brian Mullin. Steve · In urging ·all interested students to
Fusco also said he felt it was the
Makitarian with 86 votes and Sobol Renee Mikatarian, the new
Fusco, president of the Student participate in the voting· process, responsibility of the Senateto take a -carried 3.6.
.Dorm Government Vice President.
Senate said that "this year's can- Fusco said it is a "great chance for leaders·hip role in matters such as · The small percentage of students
didates ' are very inteq~ sting, new -students to get ·involved in an the building of a gym, since that is
that went to the ballots can be allow_e d _ to vote both -evenings,
qualified and will do well ;it the activity that benefits both them- the purpose of the Senate: to fufill . attributed to the fact that only claimed
Dorm . Government
job."
the needs of the students.
students living on-campus were President, JoI,n Mount.
selves and their school.·"
After the . results are publicly
According to Mount, "Almeida
announce.0, each newly elected
and Bristol Motor Lodg~ students
senator· will attend a "get
were -not able to vote until Tuesday
acquainted" dinner: "It's hard for.
night, because it was not until
new senators to walk into a meeting
Monday
night, · that
porm
when they don't know anf<}ne. The
Governm~nt approved the ratified
dinner helps everyon1< get to know ·
amendment to ·the constitution.
each other," said Parliamentarian
This allowed both ,off campus
Steve Pecchio.
facilities to become part 'Of the
. By BILL WINTER
government.
Renee, who was sworn into office
The year is 1985.
October 4 attributes her success to
For old times sake, you've decided to drop·by RWC to
her campaign.
see how it's changed since you graduated. You drive
"I have the time to help alleviate
past the· Student Center, the old dorm, the theater arts
some of the problems that dorm
- Blood gives life, and you have
building, the new dorm ... and there, rising. up where
students face. I -told students this.,
a chance to give blood today in
once was only a dirt parking lot, is another dormitory.
and asked ';Vhat pr9blems they
the . Bay .Room in . the Student .
You park your car in the large parking.lot in front of.
wo11ld like to see ended. Getting to
Union between 10:00 a.m. and
the dorm and look at it. It is big - much bigger tha11
know -people personaliy really
· 3;oop.m .
either of the other two dorms. Just off to the side is a
helped a lot.
Anyone between the ages of 18
swimming pool. A separate driveway leads out onto 9ld
"I also thought the best group to.
and 85 may donate if they
Ferry.. Road. You walk around back and see a dock
approach, was the freshmen ' and
weigh at least 110 pounds.
stretching out into the bay. _
transfers. They don't know as many
Donors cannot have colds, be.
Is this Roger Williams College?
people and they are the ones most
on medication, or under the
Or, more importantly, is this how RWC might look in
likely to spread my name ," she
influence of drugs.
five ·' years? According to -Vice-President Robert
said .'.
All donors will receive a free
McKenna, there is a gooo chance that this scenerio
Makitarian , the resident assistant
_analysis of their blood, and
might just come true. in un~it 11 asked the students in her
their whole family will get
"We.could break ground for a third dorm within one
unit to help her make posters.
blood replacement coverage for
and a l}alf to two.years , and it could be occupied withi~
"They, really felt a part of the
a year.
campaign doing that. They helped
Continued on Page 3
a lot."

.
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That long time luncheon favorite o.f "Perhaps the reason for this is
RWC · students, the · snack i]ar, because rnari.y faculty and - administrators eat lunch here ...
appears to have some competition.
"The food is a lot better- this year
Th~ snack bar offers fast food, long
than
in the past," said
lines, I)Oise anc\ paper plates. The
cafeteria offers a large choice-of hot Val ·N. Mahoney, the manager .~f
and cold· meals, a nice ·atmosphere, dining services. She added "this
. shorter lines, china, and a quiet and year the stuoents have more of a ·.
relaxed atmosphere, .according _ to chofce, they don't have t~ eat leftovers·."
Val Mahoney.
r
'
The deli which was first introduced
· The cafeteria during, lunch time
last
·February is still unknown to
offers two dalJy specials, plus deli .
of the students. Presently,
most
bar which includes sliced meats,
about 75 students 'eat at the deli per

i .

i

,'•

a

oo : j;t!~A~'.~:f;.koop one

IT A

don't.

.

~

··
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s~:~s~;:dde:;:a!~~a bettermeal at

LOOKS so ·G
~ew 1tUdenta .w~ eat 1at the dell bar In the cafeteria for 'unch.
CUeterla l\fanager V~ Mahon.ey,,can't figure out why more adenta

lunch thap they get at either break- ··

. fast or dinner, agreed several ~aily .

·

cafeteria lunch eaters. One added,

Dorm 11 Studehts ·Charged
For On.ce.Free Antenna Service

··············~·······························~··

3rd Union Voted .In
On Friday, September 28, the RWC custodial and maintenance .
workers voted to unionize, and . to allow the Service Employees
International Union to repre8ent them.
·
The ~lectiori took place by secret ballot under the supervision of the
Regional Director, 9f the National Labor Relations Board

By JEFFREY TUCKER
When asked whose responsibility O'Connell was running the show,
Depending on who one · talks to,
it was to make !iUre the antennas and that because there was only one
there may have been any· one of were turned off, both Fusco and _ · electrician, he had more -Important
four people responsible for the
Stierman. · said
to talk to things to do at the time. He did,
recent snafu of the Dorm II anO'Corinell.
however, get to the antenna
tenna system.
Un _the _-0ther hand , O'Connell problem as soon as he could.
The master television ariel system · stressed that he had spoken to
When asked who was supposed to
that was proposed last year by
Physical Plant Director William -be selling the ·antenna subDorm Government .and installed by · Nott repeatedly throughout ·the scriptions, Fusco was under the
. the school for approximately
summer, and assumed 'that Nott impression that Dorm Government
$8,000, was mysteriously turned off would have the matter taken care handling that department
three weeks into this semester.
· of. ·
O,Connell said, "no one."
After a week of wondering,
Nott confessed that he thought
,

'

,,

, students were .finally told that they
would be charged $10 a semester
for static free stations. The apparent reason behind the delay was
because no · one knew · whose
responsibility it was to' handle the

~i1~~~~;i-~g -

to student '-senate
President, Steven Fusco, Housing
Director Peter Sherman and
Director
of ' S.tudent Services
William O'Connell, the antenna
was never supposed to be turned
on. It was supposed to be ; shut off
before the opening of the semester.

Game Room Closure Threatened
Peter Disarro, tl;e manager of the student union, h,as announced
. that if the present rate of damage in the game room continues, that
facility will be closed.
· In a memo to the college community last week, Disarro said, " I have
been trying .to bring in to the game room-; the newest and most
competitive machines so that the game room could be used and
enjoyed by everyone. Students have come to me requesting certain
video machines such as Star Wars, Space Invaders, Digital Football.
and many others. I have succeeded in obtaining these machil)es and
am still in the process of obtaining others on a rotating basis."
• However, because of
damage done to se.veral machines, Disarro
said unless the situation changes, the game room will be shut down.

Students Wo.n't . -Ta··ke
Starch 1.n ca.ce
Food
f
With -Stiff UPP.er Lip._

.

...- --.... -------------~~--,
John Saviano's
I

1

.

By Lisa Mikulski
Night sales at the snack bar may
very well increase in the near future
due to. the rlarger number of R\\ L
cafetena frequenters who. are
leaving dinner still hungry.
1
Althoug~ many of the 789
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Bojangles
· on the Beach, New port

84'6 -8852
DRINKS 2 for 1
every Wed : nite for fall

* WILD
TURKEY BAND
Oct 5- t hru Oct 7

* McCARTHY
RICHARDS
BAND
·* STORM WARNING
FREE DRIN-K
Oct 11 thru Oct 14

•

Oct19 thru Qct 20

WITH THIS AD FOR
Fti. Oct 5 & Sat Oct 6 Boiangles welcomes back
Roger Williams Students

-I
II
1
I
I.
I

.

. Any Make or

~odel

all

I
I
I

I

I
. I

FREE FALL

l
I
·I
I ,

I
I
I

I

CHECK-UP

·I
I
I

,.. t Drink_of your choice with the 1
purchase of any meal ·duringlunch with coupon.
offer ends 31

I

Village Toyota Peugeot

students who eat two meals daily in
the cafeteria blllme their hunger
pang1t on possible high starch I
levels, -Dire~tor of the Student I
I
Union, Peter DeSarro claims that I
isn't true.
"The starch levels are normal and
the cafeteria is frequented by
dieticians," ·DeSarro said. However,
many students can't understand I
why they pay $518 each semester
Fall Gift to
Roger Williams _.
for meals and don't receive food
College s·tudents and _5taff
th?,'.- like. Some students said they I
go home on the wee~end and bring
At NO CHARGE We Will back $20 worth of apples, pears,
milk and other eatables ·just to fill
CHECK
Hoses
Exhaust
I
their stomachs.
Fan Belts
Heater
I
There is a popular, demand fot;
fresh fruit, when in season, and
. Radiator
Defroster
caii'ned fruit . for · dessert in the I Tires
Anti Freeze I
winter months., The salad bar W<\S I
also mentioned by students who I
I.
"' .
said .they like the idea, but wish I
I
there was more variety.
I
Thingi; such as eheese and cold I
cuts were mentioned, - as well as I
I
little sandwiches for . those who I
I
- don't want a big meal. They 'would I
like to· see-.the lettuce crisper by I ·
keeping it on ice. More ice cream I
A complete set of
was, also high on the list of desired I
Nippondenso
things.
-Spark Plugs with
"The ec:gs are getting to , be I
your next tune-up .
· monotonous," one RWG woman I
said. "They ·make me sick." When I
FOR TOYOTA OWNERS ONLY
DeSarro was asked if students I
WITH COMPLETE TUNE-UP
· could have eggs two or three times I
a week and .on the other days have I
This coupon is redeemable at your sponsoring Toyota
pancakes, oatmeal, ho,t sausages, I
dealer for the purchase of a free set of Nippodenso spark
and home fries, he repliep that eggs ·
ate what the students want.
~
plugs with your next engine tun_f-up. See him or call hilll
"The cholest~rol is good . for _
for an appointment now!
growing students," said DeSarro.
This offer is supportedby Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A. , Inc.
Some students said they give the
and is valia ·at the participating dealership that.sponsored
cafeteria credit because of the I
this offer. ·
·
students coming in and out at • .
OOl00-00100-00530
Expiration date : March 1, 1980
different times to eat. But others
disagree and said that other conegs
Bring coupon and college I.D .'--and remember, .
do the same, and · have ·more
f
satisfying m~als.
I i you nee repairs for any kind of Gar,
I

.------------------------~
- free
RWC free , · I
1

_, CAFETERIA UPSTAIRS

day.
A few of the oerietits' the deli offer
are "fresher1food, a better sandwicJ- .
and customer satisfaction." said
Barry Costa, the Supervisor and
...
'
Head Cook
The future plans at the cafeteria
include opening a real deli for the
s.tudents. "Students will no· longer
have to go off campµs for a pound 9 f
ham, salami, roast beef. etc. Thcv
will be able to purchase it right o~
campus." said Mahoney.

I

You must call Bi-11 for an

appointment at

253-2104

I

~FREE

I
I

-I
I

I
I

d

I

I REMEMBER
.
y!::ere~~:~ori; t~~;ob~o~~~:;:ti~ I, v·· I L·tAon.l-U~E·l~s North.o:Rte • 0-~:a
elp'
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_

Educi!tion Department can help.
Lets -talk - Thursday Octobe
18that7p.m.intheBay Room .
Eat - drink and be - successful.

. Sponsored by the Cooperativ
Education De artment.
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RWCS Open Door -Admission ··
Policy iS Slowly' Being Closed

to apy studen~ who is motivated to
By KIMBERLY NEWTON _
apply and who can demonst~ate
adequ~e preparation."
'
Five years ago, RWC had an open
The coUege is not using the opendoor admissic>ns policy, admitting
door policy because the college is
nearly anyone who hoped to become
beco.ming increasingly well known.
a student. This year, the admissions :student's ~re now applying iii foe
office closed -its_doors. to almost half midwesi, Florida, Kentucky, North
of the high school seniors and' Caruli'na and M' h '
.. 'd
transfer students that applied.
· tc tgan. sat_
Diffily.
1
We:re getting tougher to get into,
Fifteen years ago, RWC was a
but then. that's so1,11ething to be
smalf junior college
in • the
pro~d of," said Director of Providence YMCA, with a student
AQ.missions Michael Diffily.
populatfon "of 392: Oy~r the years,
In- . 1973, Ban:on's Profiles .o f the . college acquired' a new water-A men'can ' Colleges· described R we·
'-<'
front campus, received permission
ils an opportunity to . the young · from . ft1e. state to ·offer the· bac- ,
~erso;:i ~ who has _,,, n_ot" --~~cce!!d"'£1 · cala reate · de reti' -~nd ~nn972 it
elsewhere, but has- the_ abthty_fo do ..:
~. ,d,_tgt"" ' '.f ._ ,., t·-1.: ' . N ·
.
.
.. · ·· · · "'
• :' ; won1 • acct'e 1.a ton . rom ne ew
. .college-level
·work
.
"As
far
as
Jfs
".
~
E
..
~
d
A.--> ., / t. -~ f s
· s· an"u
.- ·· ··
.· .
· ·· - ·
ng 1 an ttssocta
ton o ''c h oo"1
capacity permit~.. its doot:s are open . ,
·
· ;· - , - ·
<

~
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---SURVEY.-Is Dorm. Government Effective?

a

~

.~ ../

"

Colleges:
.
.
.
The ,,past five years has 'seen the
college ·grow frolJl . an institution
offering three degrees and 14 majors
to a school offering six degrees arid
37 majors. RWC grew .from a
effective all seemed to agr.ee that, as
3tudent body of 392 to over 2,000.
By RICHARD GLUCK
one · representalive put it, "Dorm
The changes that have occured
and MICHAEL McCORD
Government . is meftlcient but etover the past few years are because,
fective."
•
according to Diffily, "we
have a.
Do RWC dorm students think ·' According to the survey, only 42
Dorm ----?ovemment is · effective? -percent of the students• said they
lot to offer."
· "What seems to attract most new According to a recent Quill survey, actually kne\V the purpose of Dorm
students . to RWC is the campus ~ 83 percent of the 84 students asked Government . . In fact; the only
itself, and the highly un~sual (nine percent o~ the res~dental pepple _who really did. know the
programs we offer; marine biology st~de~t body) s~td they did. not purpose were Dorm Government
representatives. The .other ~tu~ents
creative . writing and historical thmk 1t was effect1v,e .. · .. • ·
preservation-,-an our facu1ty,'. '- he
J:he : ,~tudent\> }Vbq f<'i;md, 1QorJI1 , gave wide.range ofanswets.·' - .
said.--:· , ·
.· .
Government lacking in effectivene~s
One student said ,- : .. Dorm
'- "When ·1 meet a stud,ent at one of gave~ rea$€~s .r~n~!ng ~rom,;.'_ 'l>orm .:-or ~·o,v~rn~m~n.~ ... P,!.o~{d,e~, ;;' '$ nthe 1,000 high schools we,vislt -e'llcli (6o~e;~nment !rtes t-0 'fneel:1?p~\~~d~; tet1~mmen~~:
:A.~6.th~fl gu!'.!s~e.d,
year, a{\d if I suspect he's-interested they Just don t try hard enough, ·"-to • "Do'nn : Government 1s to. _help
in 'the .college, primarily J?ecause 'of "it-could b,e tnore effect~ve."
.
students get involved in school.". A
the campus, I talk to him and tell
Qne three-term representaJtve third said, "Dorm Governme-nt is for
him to cotn,e clqwf,l ~o the e_ol'lege qqd :~ !i*1 . "No, Dotml_Governril):mt isq't thelping to keep e_veryone' quiet." ·talk to evi ryone."
" ~~· ""... __effective; i;mt at all." Other students
The 52 percent of the students who
Diffily feels it's wrong fo choose found it "disorganiied." One did not know the purpose_of Dorm
RWC because of it's pretty cam- student stated, "the dorm gover- . Government genenally said it was
pus. "The college might have just' ninent in a small school is much the responsiOility of the Government
what a stucfent is looking for. On the more important than the dorm to inform students of ifs purpose.
other hand, it might not,'"he said.
government at · a large school, and Several pointed out that this was
"But J do feel that when a student · therefore we (and . all .other small especially true since they are the
comes to the campus and meets onr schools) should have a very effective students who had to vote for a Dorm
fine faculty, . ·students, and is able dorm government." . .
Government Vice-President.
to see the programs we offer, that
The 17 percent of the students who
student will surely place RWC at the thought Do~ Government was
top of hi~ college priority list."

/

·:.t
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;Health Service-No Placeb.o
By Karen Coombes_
· are urg~d~to ta:ke advantage of the
healthy or unhealthy.: . convenience of this clinic.
students who stop · by the Health
Another prog_@m offered by the
Service Center·; will find an efficient, service -is a weight watching clinic.
friendly and helpful ser'vice,,_ ~
"This is not -t'o be confused with a
According to R.N . Ruth Purdy; weight watcll.ers ·t;,lub," said Purdy.
~'the goal of the health service is to
"The goal is t.he same and a similar
work for the students in helping diet is . advised for .those ·c oncerned
them with ear'ly treatment of illness,
with watching their weight or
preventative ~1edicine and Q_ersonal reducing it." health education."
Other possibilities that the Health
- Not only can students find a place . Service may begiri in the near_future
' willing to cope with common cplds is the·, previously cancelled
~ nd ·injljrit:s. they can also }ind a
"Sexuillity Lecture" . that will' be
Family Planning Clinic held on · given by Dolores Norton if there is
alternate Mondays of each month.
substantial
interest,
a breast
The clinic . . ~hich is run by_Health exam~natlori clinic _ and a stop
staff •R.N . Kathleen Flanaga·n and _ sn1okingclini~.
- /
Dolores Norton, offers PAP smears,
According to Purdy, Almeida will
breast examinations, contraception soon have its own health service.
and birth control counseling.
"As ot" now our demands here on
For both male and female students campus haxe been great enough to
the clinic offer V.D. treatment and keep us all busy.' Hopefully, when
counseling.
the office is soon completed at the
According to Purdy, visits are apartments and things calm down • ._
pl!rely s:onfidentiaJ· and all students ~here a bit, we'll have an exten d ed ,
health ser~ice at Almeida ... ·
·
•
•

' Wheth~r

Three Isn't Company In A Triple
"Claim ·Students Who Live Therf!

/

By Ann West
"Two's . company but three's a
crowd," · seems to be the general
consensus for students living in
triples and quadruples in RWC's
.
on-campus housing.
"Three peqp,le living in· a . room
hardly -seems adequate for what
should have been for one," said a
fr_eshmen now living in a triple room

Whatever Hapf)erwd to 3rd Dorm?
, .,.,

which way the decision might . go
McKenna said ·t he school wou ld
· within the next few months.
- not even' have to attract more
t hree yea rs." he said recently.
However.even if the school does get students to .get enough off-campus
"The master plan of the school does the money, there is still the problem dwellers, but the natural trends
c~ll for a th ird,dorm ."
of keeping the dormitory filled with
against commuting students should
Of course. the decision to build a s tud ~nts, especially in light of take care of it. Several years ago
third on-ca mpus dorm involves natio nw ide
falling
college only 50 p~rcent of RWC's students
mu ch more than just setting a enrollmen ts.
lived in college-furnished housi.ng.
timetable. According to McKenna ,
"Jot would be very risky to build "Within seven or eight years," said
there a re two major stumbling another dorm on campus," adMcKenna, · ~ ·approximately
90
blocks that must be taken care of mitted Mf= Kenna. but said there a~e
percent will require housing."
before construction can begin.
ways to deal with the problem.
And what would this new dorFirst is the matter of money. Last
"If we could get 550 to ,600 hun- ~mitory look like?
year, when the college firs t an- dred students living in off-campus
According to the blueprints the
~ounced definite plans to build housing, that would give· ut a large school had drawn up last year, it w,ill
another dormitory. they had been enough pool to draw from to ensure ' be quite different from the first two
dorms.
hoping to get a · )ow-interest · loan · that the dorm would always remain
, · The design calls for an apartmentfrom the Cepartment of Housing · full," said McKenna.
and Urban Development. When the_ "He pointed out that the school . style structure, with 50 apartments
HUD loan didn't come through, the already has approximately 350 holding six students each. The
Board of Trustees began exploring stildents living at Almeida Courts
apartments would have two double
the second option: raising the another SO at the Bristol Motor rooms, two single rooms, ·a dining
money through the safe of tax free Lodge. If housing could be found for
room, ·arid full kitchen.
··
hon<ls. another 200 students, then the dorm
· The college must ijrst get the could. be built, said McKenna. The
The apartments would also come
approval of the R.I . Housing and students moved back onto campus • fmnished with a stove, refrigerator, .
Mortgage Authority to sell the to fill up the dorm and the extra offand air conditioners.
bonds . and McKenna said the campus housing could be sc51d or
/
school should get an "indication" rented. _
_,
-Because of the attractjive nature of
the l!P.artments, McKenna said the
school should· be able to make back
much of it's money by renting out
rooms during the summer months.
_In by 10:00
"It would be be very attractive for
summer renting," he said, "and if
Out
4:00
enrollment did Clrop, it cou~d· always
be sold to outside interests;'-'
Even more intriguing than the
layout , though, is the name of the
dormitory. Would it be called the
Third Dorm? The New New Dorm?
The Newest D~rn;-?
None of the above, said McKe.nna.
-The school has a committee looking
into th_e naming of all three dormitories, . and McKenna said they
will probably follow the . generalfy
I accepted tradition of naming them
I
446 Thames Street
Brlstof
253-5436 -:--.. I after some individual who has
helped the institution.
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on the fourth floor.
"Our room as if, is now is " unsanitary and unhealthy," . s_aid
another student. The problem that
stems from these rooms seenfs to be
·
that there is not enough room to
accomodate students.
Hous_ing directory . Barbara Love
and Peter Sherman both agree that
011-cani'pus triples and quad·r uples
were the best temporary solution to ,
the over crowding.
Love said that this year the.
estimated percentage of drop-outs
was underestimated which left
students in these rooms .
Another ·student , Lisa Pou las, said
that .after settling into a triple room
in a ·unit, that she wou ldn 't want to
n1ove.
'
"No one wanted to leave the unit,
but some had to move · for space,"

she said.
Other disadvantages stated by '
students were personality conflicts,
a nd difficult studying atmospheres.
"We fight just because the·room is
too crowded and cramped," said
one student-living in a quadruple. I
can't read or study in my room, so I
am forced-to go to the library.
"We realize ·it's hard," said Love.
Both Love and _Sherman ' said that '
when a-n opening comes up, students
living in triples arid quadruples are
1
inf';irmed-:- · "Certa~ srud~nts refuse to move ·
out once we find an opening. lfJhey~ 
complair] ~msf then dt'cide th':!y don' G
want the vacant room. what can .
Housing do?" Love said.
Both Directors rea·lize that moving
for the second time. is another ,
adjustment. It's a choice they said .

~*****************************~
·'

Spotlight :~·
Big Bro_t-hers Club

~*****************************~
The RWC Big Brother's Club · will_ing to be a frie\id. _It's much
discriminates againt.t students.
· easier to be a baby sitter or <>
To become a member, interested teacher, but that is not what we
persons must be male, over the age want; and it's especially not what ,
of 19, mature, stable, of high moral
the boys want." sa:d C~rroll .
character, and they must be. able to
When a student decide's he wants
cope with the responsibilities of to be a Big Brother, he fill out an
havirrg a little boy lopk up to them.
g_.pplication which includes five
It does discriminate, but "when
letters
of
recommendation.
you 're dealing with· kids. you h::ve Following this, there js a interview
to," said Roger CarroH, president of th-at can last anywhere from 30 to 45
the Student Senate funded dub.
minutes.
\
An affiliate of the Big Brothers
According to ·Carroll, the three to
Association of Rhode Island, the four-week waiting period that
RWC clµb provides male students a follows is important.for it helps
~ 'chance to form a unique. one-todetermine if the student is serious or
one relationship with a young boy, not"
which includ~s friendship, com"If ali goes ;well, the student is soon
.
panionship and guidance."
placed with a "little brother" from
According to Carroll, the children the local area, he . said.·
who become "little , brothers" are
"From there on· ·it's a lot of fun,
fatherless, between the age of 7 and
You can spend all the time you want
14, and are in need of a ofder ma-n's
to with your little brother, as tong as
friendship to further growth ' and. it's more than an hour a week," he
deyelqpment.
.
said.,
In its second yea r,' the Club is
Carroll, who is - now a "Big
expected. to have a memoership of Brother" - to a little boy named
between 15 to 20 sf1,1dents by the end
Kevin, 'was once a "Litt;Je ijrother"
of the fall semester.
'
himself. " I wanted to puf as much
"Becoming a member is difficult,
into the program as I once got out of
only because students must be
it. I still am getting a lot out of it·

/
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WROG is Making Strides
Antenna Snafu
Perfect Example of
Diff tision of Responsibility ·
The recent snafu _with the Dorin II television
antenna system is a small, but_ te'lling, example of
the way many problems are -handled at this college.
WI'!en Dor!Il Government came up-with lhe idea
of installing a master aerial to improve TV
reception in the dormitories: just abQut everyone
thought it was a great idea. The -college installed
the system; at a co~t of severafthousarid d-olJars,
and announs,ed tha! in order for students to use it,
they ·wQgld have to pay ci certain amount every
semester. _So far, so good.
U "'fortunately, that is wherec the system broke
down.

Recently, WROG has come under
fire
from
certain · stucjent "
- orga11izations,
factilty,
and
. Admini.sttators on campus. The
complaints have ranged from "Why
· can't J hear it in the dorms_L' to,
_ " It's too loud ... it's too soft," " I
don't like this kind of musiC, " to,
"Why aren'Tyou guys on FM?"
WROG is one of ·the youngest
organization.s on campus and . the
fastest growing. We ate a vital force .
on-campus and can become· more so
in the next years-: In the few years we :
·have been operating we have· increased our budget from pennies to
$50Dq this "year.' But we will need
much more next year to achieve our
goals. _
We are now broadcasting in both
dorms. We broadcast atJ560 AM,
'that's all the way to the right on your
radio. D9rm I is_ not wollking to full
capacity level, so if you are'living on
the ends of the dorm it might be
hard to pick up.- ,
·
_,.We are also installing volume

-

(·

1 -

Meanwhile.'tlorm Governtpent i_s stil! trying to
figure out what's going on . .~
The lesson to b~ learned from all of this? Only
- that a little pre-planning can save a lot of problems
later ... not to_m~n_! ion a lot of finger pointing.
- '-----~-------~~-~~~----~~-----

_by.
Richard Heckl eman
Comme~tary
-

we' try to satisfy the greatest
number of students ·O'! campus to
the best of our ability with the tools
we have.
··
·We have just purchased a new
production studio and are
assembling it now. This, coupled
with the new format, should make
thi~ WROG's best year ever.
Since we did - not receive the
funding -we requested last year for
F~. WROG's short term goals are
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Mono:p oly Marathon ~e~ped Resu,~s
1Vas to raise money for charity.
All three goals ·were impressively
accomplished . We _ played 1,259
continuous hours#(51 days, 5 hours),
and raised $l6t4.86 for two worthy
charities. Tlfese cha.rities were: the
Bristol Cou·nty Chapter for retarded
citiz9 1s and the Marcia Stark
Memorial Scholarship fund.
The latter ;-vas set up after my sister·
died of eancer at the age of 27. She
devoted her life to helping retarded
people and those who couldn't !'ead.'
The fol~_gwing is-part of a letter that
was sent to me - from the
organization that started by sister's
charity:
-J

,.

l>E'SK TlfAT f>LANS TO

/

-----Letters to th·e Editor-·- - Dear Editor: _
.
For the many members of the
RWC community who partidpatep
in last year's · record-breaking
Monopoly Marathon, and for those
who inay have h'eara abou t' it, here is
a brief update on wh,a t has pappened sinee then.
As many of you. know, the
Marathon was .designed with .J;hree ·
- goals in mind . T_he first was to set a
world's record; the second was to getr
a little good publicity for RWC, i;lnd
th.e ·third, and ·the m.ost important, ,

to expand the present transmitti~g
facilities to Almeida Courts. This
will allow us to provide the upperclassmen with the · music, in>
formation , and news that many
r.;fdents requested. Almeida Courts
would be the n·ext logical step in
going FM. Most college radio
stations that started as an AM oncampus system have proce~ded to
FM Educational and then to FM
Commercial. - WBRU has an extensive AM System that covers all of
Brown 's dorms and houses. The AM
System also ser\'.'.;S to train DJ ..'s for the FM station. ·
·
Admittedly Roger Williams does
not ha~\! the resources of Brown, but
they should at least have the way for
. a good radio station for ALL.
" If we could liiave the necessary
funding for
Almeida Courts.
WROG would be :that much closer
to FM and there is nod ubt that we
could be · the best radio ,..s tation in
southern R.I.

- WoRb HAS R.~ACt-IE"t> ' MY

When students came back to school this ·September", the antenna system was on. Suddenly,
- three weeks into the semester, it was shut off. No
announcements-"' were made about payments · to
have it ' t.urned on again for over a week. What
happened?
William O'Connell said ' it was William Nott's
fault the system had been turned off s_o late. Nott
· _said it _was ;O'Connell's -_responsibility. O.'Connell
said it was Dorm Government's -responsibility to
collect the money, or at least it had been. Senate
President'-Steve Fusco said to talk to 0,Connell.

controls in' both the ~nack bar and
· the cafeteria so the personnel in the
kitchen room can adju'S! it to the
proper levels.
This year WROG has also switcl\ed
to a specific format. We are now aq
album orientated rock statiop. This
is 'the type of mµsical format that
h'ls been proven most s·uccessful on
radio stations in the United Stafes.

to read because she doesn' t know
enough English to have the printed '
words m'!kesense. _
_
''. Non_e of these students would
have been able ~o attend the
Education Assistance Center ·this
summer if it had not been for the
Marcia Stark fu;id ."
Judging from the letter, I would say
that playing \or witnessing )
Monopoly a t th ree a.m. was wortn .

· Associate
Editors

David Levin
Feature Editor . ,__
Bil-r: Bau er
On-Campus Entcrt.iinment fd ;:1~,
William Friedman
·
i
Qff-Campus E111erlai111m·i11 l.d 1t···•
Dee Di.:c Liguori
Sports
- F di Io r
Rich Joseph
Ph n t'o gr ;, p h \ Ed it or

Reporters

it.
- I would just like to thank
everybody who participated in the
mara thon for making it such a
success , and raising so muc.h mo11ey.
I now )< now my siste.r did not die in
vain.
Sincerely your-s,
Bruce Star!-: '79

WROG Article -Misleading

Debbie Alquist
Susan Bunicky
Bernie Cunniff
Vera Eisinger
Rita -Frazier _,
Richa1·d Gluck
Ben Hellman
Noreen Hickey
Mic]:iael McCord
Lisa Mikulski
Ja~k Miranda
Ja-scqueline Morris
Jeffrey Tucker
Ann West
Carolan Whittle
"'
Cartoonist
Charles Dobbins

-.. referri;g--to "the . committee," but
To The Editor:
failed to d'ifferentiate between the
This is in reference.to the article in
Dear Editor,
Student Senate Budget Committee
the September 20 is~ ue of the Qu!ll
Sincere thanks are extended to
" ... we . have' · given
pa r tial entitled "WROG Remains Hopeful - and the · All-College Budget
everyone who participated in or scholarsh.ips to three st ud ~ nts. "One
Committee. The article leaq peo ple
About FM ." This lefter is written on
."first-ever" Homecoming Day on is a 35 year "old man of average
Patricia Cignoli
behalfof myself. not on behalf of ~he to believe there was only one
Saturday, September 29, 19.79.
Busi 11 cs s M ~ ' 11-a g er
intelligence ~ho. is · severely per- WROG Executive Board .
committee.
There is no doubt that the event i;:eptual1y handicapped and who has . Th·e article, · written by Jack
\
I feel WROG was pleased with the was a complete sucess fro~ st;trt to . never been able•to. read. He has been Miranda, is not entirely factual and
amount that they received. from the
finish , and from the comments I
with us since September and !n that is very misleading.
St~dent Senate. We were disap.
heard from alumini and other time alone has gone from barely
For instance, the first paragraph pointed with the All-College Budget
vistors who attended, we can expect able to recognize letters- to being stated, "even though the campus Committee and felt that they did noL Mike Hathawa 1
./\ d v e r t i s i 11 ii. M a 11 a g e r
an even larger ..attendance next year. - able to read on a 2nd to 3rd grade radio station_WROG did not receive f_ully appreci ate the need for an FM
Advertising Sales Representatives
1
Everyone seemed to h11ve had a level. We feel he is quite able to enough money from the Student radio sta.tion, and what that station
Tom Cala.h-an
wonderful time f
develop his readi'ng skills even more . Senate to convertto an F.M. station could do for the school.
. I sincerely app_reciate the.
"The ,second student is a nine year
However, we did u~dersta1id that cooperation of all constituencies on oJd Italian · boy of average inWROG received $5,000 from the the All -College Committee had to
campus, including students, faculty, telligence who not only has English .· Stupent- Senate Budget Committee. ·. make _in ar1 excess-- of $100,000 in
- administration , staff and main - as a second language but also tJa
Maureen Ashn1t >n:
This was a $3,200 increase from the cuts.
tenance person·fiel who- pitched in ~o such severe expressive language
Producti on Ma11a g e1'
previous year· of $1 ,800: WROG got
WROG was one of the unfortun.ate
make Homecoming such a smashing problen'is that he can barely recall
the largest increase of any other c,lub few that was turned...down. \Ye were · David Hern an\
sucess.
his,own last name.
for this year. Needless to say, _the disappo:inted but we are not going to
>Ad\·ism: c\ Spc.-i al Cons11ltan 1
, I am sure the event
grow higger
" The third is a delicious dark eyed
WROG Executive Board was ve'ry give up.
and better each year from no_w on!
pigtailed 2nd grader fronl Chili who
pleased. · ,
Sincerely yours,
Sincerely yoms.
Jack ' Miranda's article kept
is having a great ditliculty -learning
Dan Carpenter
Thomas V. F_a_l~igli~
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Youniest Afemberof RWC is 12
A~11d Eats Six Bales Daily

,

By NOREEN HICKEY

since RWC is currently forming a ·for the horse. Because of this,
Silbury isn't costing the school any
The newest member of the RWC riding club. _
Lois Schuyler, director of woman's money.
, community is 17.1 hands high at
programming
is
in
cha·rge
of
Ramsey
feels
"this is a good opthe w\thers and eats six bales of hay
organizing the club w!)ich is ex- portunity for students because the
every day.
pected to start next .semester.
stables are so near. After all the
She is Silbury Ring, a 12 year old
-A meeting will be held Monday, stables are right in the college's
thoroughbred mare~ She is very
-October 15, at 4:00 pm in the back yard
~ · well-mannered, and has been living
The program that could be set, up
common lounge to find . out how
~ off campus at Ferrycliff Stables fpr.
~ just three- weeks.- Unlike most many students are interested .. A between RWC . and the stabl_es
would consi~t of all levels of riding.
Ferrychff
~ students, she did not go through representati.Ye of
" You don't hav.e to be a "good ' '
Stable
wiU
be
.
present
at
the
"' regular registration to get to RWC.,
rider tO compete interc6llegiat~ly." _
meeting.
'
; David H. Mann of Mt. Kisco,
:: N. Y. was in the process of selling - Schuyler is interested in getting said Ramsey. Her goal for the club
__;; Silbury wheri Wendy Stevenson, an the club involved in intercollegiate is to "teach someone .to do
~ RWC student as~ed him to donate competition and says "it's open to something well and safely so they
·; -her to the school _as a "gift". He did, everyone from experienced riders to can enjoy it. '..:
0
She says "riding is the same as
novices and we'll set - up the
just that. , ·
. ··
_
.
any
other sport except that yg_u're
i>rogram
accordingly."
Besides
SIT ON IT - Silbury Ring Isn't your average R:WC-type person. That's
Having Sil_!?ury donated as a gtft
"developing intercollegiate com- work~ng with an animal.,,.
because.. she'sahorse. happened to be V\!~Y convenient.
Ferrycliff Stables ~s once a pan
petition the club can also provide
students with the opportunity to of the Ferry Cliff estate, which the
develop riding skills. ~.! said college now occupies. Ramsey
rebuilt the stables and is very proud
Schuyler.
Anyone can -join the club and of her w~rk. ' She adm'its to it being
several have · expressed' interest ••one of the nicer riding barns in
Rhode Island."
By Jack Miranda
receiving a good grade. He realized- "There are all different ways of already.
The stable has an indoor riding
Bunnie Ramsey, the owner of Ferry
his
mistake
and
we
became
good
and Bernie Cunniff
cheating. Students use crib notes cliff Stables where Silbury resides, ring which is used for winter riding,
· and write things on the desk and
friends thereafter," he said.
How serious is the problem of
Wilde advise<t-students to read the floor. Some students, when tl1ey use is also enthusiastic-about setting up and ·an the horses must meet
cheating at Roger Williams College?
Ramsey's high 'standards in order for
college . handbook to unders\and cakulators, will do the problem ·and the · riGing program with RWC.
The answer apparently d,ep~n<l.s on
She is now using Silbury in the them tol>e used in her programs.
what
plagurism
is.
He
added
thlJ,t
then hold the calculator so their_, Ferrycliff private riding program,
whic'h Administrator ~ or faculty
s.M. u. is aiready operating their
cheating has been found at West friends can see the answer.
member one talks to.
Point and -the Ivy League schools - The most common type of cheating-"' and· in exchange for her use, -has riding club, which com?,t!tes inAccording to Dean of the College,
where honor systems have been is when students look at other agreed to provide room and board tercollegiately, out of Ferry Cliff
Dr. Edwin F. Wilde, "some students
Stables.
used.
people's information, · ·
have been taught that the only way
"Arr, honor system does no good
"I've had some students that I
to get ahead in this world is through
unles..s it is accepted by the students.
suspected of cheating on an exam
cheating. They· feel that grades
I feel the only real place where
and I had· to peer right at them
:measure achievement rather than
cheating is curbed are at religious during the whole exa_m to make sure
what they have learned.
schools where there are strong moral they didn't cheat. I don't want to do
"It's hard to stay away from
codes. Their culture· would find it ·that though. I would like to trust my
:heating when others do it. Those
abhorrent," _!le concluded.
students. But I know if I went out of
>1ho don't cheat are the ones with
Dr... Daniel Von Riesen .. th~ the room, students would cheat."
;elf-respect," Dean Wilde said.
Chemistry Department Coordinator
Edgar Brown, the Economic ·
During three years of teaching and
said, "There's quite abit of cheating Division Coordinator, only ap- _
six classes at RWC, the Dean has
done at this school. I'd be walking in prehended three students for
caught only one person cheating.
'the hall and I'd see about five cheating since he came here 10 years
"I asked this student if his selfstudents cheating in another class ago.
worth and integrity wa~ worth_
on exams.
By Jacqueline Morris
' According_ to Brown, '~There is no
•
more or no. less cheating here thl!!!_.
anywhere else. I know it goes on. I
When students walk into the
just don't make any move unless I'm
Housing Office and make_their first
~ure.
left, they find sitting behind a
437 Hope Street Bristol, R.I. 253-2248
"At times I felt there was cheating
somewhat cluttered desk - "a sign
40 Percent OFF
.going on but when I checked the _of genius" - the 1 secretary to the
l<odacolor print developing,
papers they - couldn't have been
Dean of Students, the red-haired
furt_her apart. You're innocent until · - and humorous, Cindy Killavey.
Cameras, Accessories, Film,
proven guilty . .The teachers who
A native of New Britian Conn.,
think there is no cheating going on,
Cindy has been with the college for
Batterie_s. rripods_.-_are living in a pipe dream. You just
one-half a decade; during which
have to limit it as much as you can."
time .she has served· in numero\ls
- .
"I gave a test once and I discovered positions.
Five years ago, on Friday the 13th,
two papers were exactly the same IN CHARACTER-Cindy Killavey
even the crossouts were identical. I she made her debut to RWC and
iln one ·o r her stage productions.
questioned him about this, and he became the secretary to Robert
McKenna who was then Dean· of
Centbnaed • . . . 8
Students. From there, she became ago when she was employed with a Co-ordiri'ator of _ S'pecial Events. law firm in Hartford, people enGraduation ceremonies wouldn't couraged her to take _voice lessons.
have been c~mplete without Cindy She then got involved -in a i:nusical
as she led her troop of cap and gown theatre workshop whei:e she took the
clad students screaming to "stay in leads in many of their productions.
step," even though she wasn't. CoOne day, the . Lyric Theatre
0rd'inating, conscientious Cindy Company of Newport came to·
took
courses in Institutional Hartford to audition performers (or
Helene Li~b and Lois Schuyler of
Management at Johnson and Wales
Women's Programming are in the to enhance he r knowledge. their summer stock. The prnduction, "Mademoiselle Modeste" was
process of organizing a Women's
Unfortunately, the position proved presented, where~ she playea the role
Rap Group, to meet weekly,
"too stressful," as I found myself of the comic (most naturally}, Mrs.
beginning during · the week of '
y~ling at the kids , half the time. It
Hyram Bent. Opposite her as Mr.
October 8.
was· not a fun job." Cindy then · Hyram Bent, ' played by a Mr. Jim
completed her cycle,_ by taking Killavey of Rhode Island, was the
Their aim ~is to facilifate group
advantage of a .job opening with a
discussions concerning problems
man :who turned out to . be her
and anxieties that face women of new Dean of Students, and "lived husband in real life. ,
happily
ever
after!"
·
today. -This support group for
Aside from being a performer, Ms.
"Billy O'Connell is an excellent Killavey records for Jimson Records,
women will focus on the dynamics of
boss,
and
yes,
I
a~
very
happy
here.
the group, and prospective group
Books & Tapes, and is an evening
members are urged to come with .I feel much calmer here,-as I prefer student at RWC, where she- is
working with _students on a friendly majoring in Psychology.
;pecific points they may wish to
.
level ... but you have to know how to - Asked aboutoe:onditions here at the
discuss.
·
deal with a student who comes in
Professional spe-akers are also and kicks the wall ... In the five college, Ms. Killav~y replies, with a
scheduled to _talk on _·specific areas years that I've been here, I've sly smile. on her face: "I hope the
administration continues • being
concern~ng women.
learned not to get "teo excited about responsive to student needs - they.
anything."
'
' .. . .
dotry."
. ·
UN ISEX
Variety has become the spJce ofhfe ·
For
specifics
concerning-times
and
Her
phtlosophies
on life: "Mutual
'
.
for Cil).dy, because in the- Dean of
dates, contact: Helene - 255-2223
r-·--------~-=---------respect and mutual concern, which
Student's Office she gets involve<l in
or Lois - 255-2164 or 255-2170. If
At\ll~tics, Housing, Women's also is the philosophy of the dorms.
you wish to see them in person, they
I!
Programs,
Of(Campus houf-;ng. It's nice if you care about people.
~ both say they are more than willing
Now she has the added resp<;m- Sometimes it works and sometimes
to assist you in whatever way they
it doesn't but, when it does - that's
1,
sibility of supervising the sornng
possib!Y, can. Helene can be found in
the nice part about it."
-:: and delivery ,of Almeida mail which
I;
the Counseling Office, located to the
Cindy Killavey: wife, - per~ormer ,
is "a new and different addition to
left of Tower D, and Lois in the.
secret:> ·y, student, and as she
I:
my job."
Nurses Center, located behind Unit
·confidently describes herself, ''A
Her outside interests vary, as she i's
1.
·
wonderful and attractive person."
Il
.
~
also into theatre and music. Years
_,
-
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Killavey ~Has
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Womens _

Rap Group

_·Back to-School Special

20% off
Precision C~t and Blow Dry

I

with this ad.
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,JUST :V~tJ ANi> ME, BABE .- Vlslton at · Homecoming got a ,.
1chance to meet so~ old friends - and maybe· make some new ones
.,,- ·as present and Pas! stude~!- ·mlngled _under the big top.

I

I

a

UNDER THE BIG TOP - RWC liioked like circus the tent were artists, bands; food, and good times. Also
had ..come to -town as alumni, students and faculty on hand was the Roger Doger Hot Dog Stand.
wan<l_ered through .t he tent set up by the·llbrary. Inside .

RWC
'

~

.

/

Homecomin·g
'1979.
'

_- ,

.

-

~

Quill Photos by Rich Joseph

-
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WHO WAS THAT MASKED
WOMAN? Adventuresome .
' visitors at Homecoming got the
chance to change their appearance
· with face painting. For only two
tickets, you could end up~Iooking
like practically anything.

.
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE - The Ultimate Frisbee Disk Hawks
managed to squeeze by Brown University, 13 to 12 In overtime, but

- tiAU)()~,
NEWPORT JAZZ CLOB

Downing St. [off Bellevue Ave.). Newport
846-·2948"""'
· ~~-

EVERY WEDNESDAY
.
Count,y swing U tequila
night with the North
Country Swing Band
October 4th .the DC I-O's
A Night of New
Wave with Boston's

o .ctober 5t.h -

,

. 't he thrills U
~OB LA'WTONS BOOTS
October 6t·h - JOY RIDER a ·
'
A V IS DAVIS,
October· 7~h - STo-v ALL ,
. JIROW N RHYTHM
fl BLUES BAND
'

/

I

f

I

,

fell to number-one ranked Yale. One of the largest crowds of the
. season turned out to watch the games. _
~

\
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Entertainment and Revlews
.Colfee
BoUse
0
.
.
..
r Coffeellouse Ex~l:ores Where

NITE··
LIFE
/

they are just that; moments to be know.") bring this small moment
remembered.
they share with the au\iience closer
..,.,.. A ,girl (MARGE~E Grandgeorge) to reality and the heart. And if the
. .:-:··.
" '.: '.; '}n.d, !l
·<M:trk:
.
' se.em _a
peculi!lr· .·
'·
":t· ·:· .:.;.
. - amomentoffuna11denhghtmentma
'·' different don't mean it's wrong,"
.
. . _ __
.·
. By Carolan Whittle •
. park that bec9mc~ their wor\d. :r~e 1o quote the ptay~' · · . . ·
. , .
. By WILUAM FREEDMAN .. •
Have !ou wondered lately where all . cha ratters break all' barners ot time -. .C redit is due · to .Mr. . William
th~ simple _· pleasures · of your ,: as t_hey take on different characters, - · Gral'ldgeorge and the . stage crew .
.
. .
chtldh~ .have gone? How you got . subjects, questions, and stateitjents who stunningly .~esigned · . and ' _For thos~ ~f!ou _~ho lik~ the_d1ss:o
too s11sp1c1ous ~o,go ;~p and to'!C~ . to p~nder. i'
.'
_.:
exeeQted set.·' I' ho'pe ·we see , more seen~. ' M~x1,nill1~n\' IS ,, worth
someone, where. as you ~~uldn t Mar~ne arld ·Mark aredelightfulin craftmanship 'of this caliber.. The looktng"up ·mto. It ls hterally a step
~nnie "D~bois, and u~ from what u~ to ·be the top
_have tho,ught twJCe about 1t m ·the their roles as t~e girl_ ~nd boy. di~tor,
sandbox·
.
Margene· handles her Imes and· assistant director, Rick · Corbo, floor of Hennesey s m Ne. wport.
.
''Where Have All the Ligljtning expressions with natural ·aplomb. . deserve a round of ·applause. A
The • interior has bee·n totally
Bugs Gone?" by Louis E. Catron, Mark charms · the , audience, thank you ~o Kim Washburn and redeporated, and the three dollar
the rec:ent Coffee~ouse . Theatre especially with his opening cowboy .Jeff Hutchins for a Preshow that cover ,.charge t on. weekends reflects
productl~n, deals ~1th this. loss. of character.
brought back memories.
the .costs of the improvements that
mnocence. The quiz question title
The vitality that these twp perNext wP-ek's production is "Red have been made. If you chose to
re~ll! asks: "'.hat's so wr~ng with formers pot iinto lines (such as: · Carnations" by Glenn Hughes. It attend tlre cl~b on Wednesday or
. rehvmg',enJO~mg, and shaEmgthose ~OY, "I ~on't rea~, I live." GIRL,
will be directed by John Flynn, who !~ur~day. mgh~ yo~r R.W.C.
_wondeflfol chtldhood mo"?ents? For .· Well. I hve, too. Im· not dead, you
may be remembered for his fine 1d~nttficat_1on will gam you adacting roles last year.
mtttance for free.
· '
The dance floor now sits in the
I
.
middle of the club, with a~pl~ ~eats
Tighten your ~- _, : •.,,
·,
and tables to rest your tired feet. ·

-~·

~bo~:

~uzonL s~a.re ci~umstances

sutbalt.

_.

·

..?9:.. ...... '"'

Model wanted for figurative studies
by local artist - SS.SO per hr. Call
2S3-2124.

-::::-jj_il

Ultimat'e in Disco
Two -bars to choose from
Game Room
Overlook Bellevue Ave. from
large Glass Sliding doors
foR machine
Light

To Uncle Matty, Prep & Ira WE
SHALL OVERCOME! Cybil & Eve
Upsets are in the making-Miss U

DJG, No, we haven't stopped the
presses, even once. If anyone knows •
about crimes, it ~ould be your
family. They made you. K. and B
Heckle- Grab a surboard and ride
that new wave into a bridge. P.S.
You already are f.m. (a faggot .
maggot.).
··
·

SPEqAL "~T". NIGHT: Enjoy a "mini" concen
in the Rathskeller staning at appx. 9. adm. FREE!!!

:OCT.i:o
,RAT NIGHT: ''Second Wind'' will be appearing in
the R.W.C. Rathskeller from 9 to 12 midnight.
adm. FREE!!!

* Proper Dress Required
,

Hey Whaler, Your'e fricken huge!
love, your
guppies.

108 WILJ.IAM ST.'
NEWPORT, .R.I.
849-4747

three

Hey Bow, love those legs! L.K. and
K.C.
Hey Crisco, once you stop smoking,
the can will get fatter!

OCT •.i:i:

Tom the Jock, I'm sorry, but what
can you do with a one night stand?

'- MOVIE: "Omen" Sho 1ings
at 7 & 9 in LH 129 adm. )0
cents or Movie Pass. Second
. snowin~ Oct. 14:,

The music is fresh and alive and It .is ·
transmitted · throught the air . by a .
·live D. J. and a sound system that
has the power to set Newport on · its
ear. One caution; sitting too ck•~e
for the evening can cause buzzing in
the ears.
Th.e new fresh look gives m~c a
sense .of lightn~s of head (not -to
mention fee '. ) The club is suited to
both the serious disco freak and just
anyone who, is in the need of fast
pace and fun in Newport .
Granted the cover is high on
weekends,
but
then
again
Maximillian·s is not .only a step up.
Maxim illian's is a step in the right
direction for those of you looking for · an enjoyable night.

Discot h~eque

Dr. Death: Has your team already
made reservations for 'the Super
Bowl?

~CTs

.

,-M axlmllllarl' s·

Personals

MOVIE: "-V:anishing Point"
Take a trip. See Barry
N~wman in "Vanishing
, Point''. Showings at 7 & 9 in
LH 129. adm. 50 cents or
Movie Pass. Another showing
will be held on Oct. 7.

OCT.4

H_._,··g h'S teP.p_-_·•.n_g_M.~x·1 m1· 111·0 ns

i•ed
l
Class •t

You never had · · I trip Ilka this . : POiNT'

before.

~it

(

NO COVER WITH CO·LLEGE l.D.

S.P. No house, no · ruby ring!·!
Forget it Pal-Attractive Petite
~runette •
UJ:!it 9, why have kegs? we have
orgies. Right Bucko?_
Is it true that poodle . have more
fun? D.G
If grease is the word, I'd hate to
know the sentence. ,
Paul and Ed, Miss Ya! Love and
kisses, SGT. Gary Miles.

BEAVERBROW-N

00 Mtippett Report to SP -4
·headquarters-Immediately upon
reading this message.

returns to RWC on

Corrections

OCT.13

The Quill would like to correct
several errors that appeared in the
September 20, 1979 issue.
On' page one, in the new De.an of ·
_ Students ~ story, President Rizzini;
was quoted as saying Haskell was the
''best . impossible" candidate. Of
course, what he actually said was
that she was the "best possible"
candidate.
O!J page eight, in the stub football
team story, a line read: ' .. but the
score was· true· indication of the
Hawks showing." The line should
have read: ' ...but the score was not a
true indication of the Hawks
showing."
·

BEAVER BROWN returns to R.W.C. On Saturday
night a 9 pm BEAVER BROWN wifl be appearing
in the C~fe. Beer is )0 cents. R.W'. C. Student I.D. is
required for adm!Ssion. Beaver _Brown 1s cosponsored by the Student Senate and Dorm
Government.
'

co-sponsored' by
The Student Senate & \
Dorm Government

.'

198 Tlfame& Street Bristol, R._I. .
'2 53-2012 ~
I.
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Sports Review

t

Soccer Hawks Win·-

4th Straight Game · ·.
"1 JBEi&i TUCDll

· · Kevin Dolan, for both his all-around

The setting: the RWC soccer field.
- The time: the Homecoming game
between the · RWC Hawks and the
f;rtass. Maritime Academy.
The situation: Just after a scoreless
half, in which both teams had
played fierce soccer.
The · turning. point: One minute
and fifteen seconds into. the second
half, when RWC's veteran co- .
Captain Kevin Do1an scored the
only goal of the game on an outstanding shot into the upper right
hand corner.. of the net.
The game, which resulted in the
Hawk's fourth straight victory, had
more ' than it's share of outstanding
· players.
,
The most valuable player of the
game had tcr be goalie · Steve.
. Weinstein, _who stopped 20 shots
and made a phenomenal 14 saves,
one of which ·-w.as· the . game-saver
with two minutes · left. Weinstein
continues to be one -of the team's
biggest assets.
The second star of the game ":as

playing and his game winning shot.
Two other players, Neal Stock and
Paril Godinez, played outstanding
defensive games, and contributed
greatly to the wtn.
·
. The win against· Mass. Maritime
boosts the Ha ks season record- to
4-2. The Hawks lost the first" two
'games of the season, 3-0 to New
England College, and 4-2 to
Barrington College: but have won
their~ last - four: 3-0 over Johnson
State; 5-0 over St. Francis; and a 1-0
forfiet over Bridgewater State ..

/ By Ben Helman

Frisbee Splits

~.

--SC_Elrvingme=::=aBeear

overtime.
'
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By Ben HeDman
;; Important things happened at the
: pross-Country meet against Gordon
"' College and Suffolk University on
o. S_!!ptember 22nd at Colt State Park .
·; · Ed Burgess of Gordon ran to a new
_0 -course record,
wrapping up _in,
dividual honors.. Burgess covered
WHERE DID IT GO?~ The Soccer Hawks had no problem finding
the five mile course in a blazing
.t he ball when they needed It to score In their victory over the Mass.
Maritime Academy last Saturday.
25:02.
However, that wasn't e!Jough to /
save the Gordon team. Roger
Williams College once again ·took
five of the first eight positions (2, 4,
6, 7, 8;). Final score was RWC-27,
'Gordon-36, and Suffolk-72 points.
Barry Rothfuss ran with Burgess
f~st, as RWC faded as the pace took took first place in an excellent 17:57 _the first half of the race, (10 :02 two
its toll. Sophomore Barry Rothfus5 tif!le for the three _mile raFe. Sue was · mile) then settled for second spot.
and Junior John Owen paced the clocked in 19:42 for the three mile Barry's 25:33 five mile time, good
Hawks with fourth and fifth place '!nd Donna in i 9:4~. This .e_omes for second p_lace, is a new school
finishers. Freshman Bob Hall, with out to 6:34 and ·6:36 per mile. These record.
John Owen was the RWC number
a fine race closely follow~d the are respectable times, and should go
bunched pack in eighth spot. Then down considerably with future - two man, placing fourth with . an
Senior Dave Pallotta and Freshman training.
.
' outstanding 25:56"clocking. This is
- Tony Lombardo rounded out the
The Cross-Country team now the first time John has subbed 26
RWC top five -in 12th and 13th moves fnto the invitational section of minutes in three seasons of complaces respectively.
the season. October sixth the "Pop" petijion. Owen and others on the
,Other finishers for RWC were . Crowell in Barrington, October 13th team are pleased with this fine early
Junior Pete Focareto-{15th), Fresh~ -Uie RIC · Invitational at Rh.ode season performance.
man
Kevin
Hurne-{18th), Island · College, and the Tri-States
After another Gordon runner in
Sophomore Tony Morey-(20th), and ,October 20th at Stonehill .. ·
fifth spot, what followed riext could
FreSfiman Mike Coffey-(23rd).
All these rflces l~ad up to -the be best described as the RWC
In the women's race RWC had two finale, the District .Championships express train. Third , fourth,und
competitors. Sue Badamo and at Gordon College October 27th. · fifth men confe in together near the
. Donn~ Luedke _took third and Gordon and .Johnson State, i!lready · front to ensure victory.
fourfh places being the top two
losingtoRWCinpastmeets,knowing
Thisiswhathappened,Freshman
RWC runners. Mary Miller of. RJC they have· to watch out for the Bob Hall, Sep.lor Dave Pallotta, and

antfWine

Ell

£i9ht 'Dining in _a
Uni'que ftUTW
'71'----sphere

..,""

MTT" Downs

SeHaawhksaatw.thek.Dsistricts.

By Dee Dee Ligouri It must be tough to lose a football
team that has· won only one game in
th e past 79 year-s, but that's what the
Seahawks did last weekend at
Homecoming, despite- strong team
tl'fort.

I.
1

TUeS daY: t h rU .S'Un d a_y
11 a.m · - 1 a·m ·Upstairs
, ,,.
M.I.T. made RWC , their second
.. win since --1900, defeating . the
* Downstairs '- Seanawks 20_ to 0. ·It should be
Inside ~ Outside El· noted, however,
that this is
the · first year M.l.T. has had a
.serving the finest , ·~ . football · team since they discon _ice cream around. m tinuedtheirpreviousprogramatthe
l;'I

EI

I

!Sweeps

CroSs ·C~urttry Team Falls
Before Powerhouse ·R.I.C.

Ron Qilloqly of RIC went out at
4:47 for the first mile, and the rest of
the Rhode Island College Cro5sCou,ntry- team followed close behind.
The torrid pace took·its toll on RWC
as . RIC won going away against
Roger Williams and Quinnipiac
Brown University and Yale College. Final score was RIC-26,
Univer_sity, two highiy known Iv)'. RWC-42, and Quinnipiac-66.
League colleges, visited RWC for a
Roger Williams had visions of
round-robin
Ultimate · Frisbee victory. I't could have been the first
.
against RIC in RWC Cross-Country
Match on September 29.
Led by Glen Koreclink with four history. The Hawks were game as
- goals ; the Hawks beat Brown , Barry Rothfuss and John Owen went
University in the first game, 13 to out at 4:49 and 4:5S:for the mile.
12.
The rest Q.f the RWC team went out
In RWC's second game of the day, quick (too. quick); the· fifth man in
,
·
Yale, the number one team in the · 5:08.
northeast, beatthe hawks 13 to 12 in
The tempo of the race proved Joo

I

"'

pt.ii.I'<!£
10 Sritrt

Strut J3risrol,J\.J.
2Sl-q7os

-

E1

E1 -

·

El

11

1

. ~

E!152551
.

8

8 ·4 9-7474
7 Memorial
Boulevard
Eat In ·Take .Out Party Plat_
t ers

turn of the century.
M,I.T. managed·. to set the
SeaHawks back despite continu~us
improvement throughout the game.
Looking back at . t'1e team's . perf<?rmance, Saftey Gary Kiaz said
"we liave the talent but we don't
kriow how to use it. Offensive guard
Ron Smiley blames the team's weak

~ ,~ltt mauttn . ~
Q

Z

--.. Z
~

3 Memorial Blvd.

,..,

Newport
- 847-7789

. '

Freshman
Tony
took
sixth,
seventh.
· andLombardo
eighth places
respectively. T~eir finishing times
poin~s on the "not having enough also looked impressive. Hall-(25:~8),
school spirit."
Pallotta-(27 :15), and Lombardo(27:31). Hall and Lombardo are
The high point of the game came in .
,,
th e - "iou rth quarter when · Greg freshmen and both make their
Rosenfield intercepted an M.I.T. presence felt at each race,_ while
p_ass and ran it back for a touch- Pallotta's times continue to drop,
down. A controversial call of an , his speed improvces.
Other finishers for RWC were Pete
~lleged clip by Ken Kline ·called . Focareto-lOth{-27: 44 ), Kevin Hurnebaclf the play Another highlight of
the game was the blo\:ked extra 12th (28 :lS), Tony .Morey-Bth
point by Ron Smiley.
(28:_33) and Mike Coffey-16th
29 17
Two weeks ago, the Hawks lost < : ).
~
their, third game against .the
University of New YorlC at
STOP HORSING _
Stonybrqok. As in their two prevfous
, ARO UNO!
games, the .Hawks gave up early
touchdowns and then shut the door
An organizational meeting of
on the Stonybrook .offense. '
the RWC Riding Club will be
The RWC team will play
their last . game of the season on
held on October 15 at 4 :00
October 13 in Warren against
p .m . in 't he Commo·n Lounge.
Fairfield University.
The club is open for eve·ryone
from beginners to experts.

Is ,Cheating A Problem-

Continued from Page 5
became visibly upset and he ad-mitted he cheated. I gave him-a zero
HOURS: SUNDAY - THURSDAY · ·
for the test. This experience had a
10 A:M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
positive impact on him . He became
fRIDA Y - SATURDAY
a better person," Brown said.
. 10 A.M. - 1 A.M.
Dr. Thomas Holstein, the-Biofogy
Division- Coordinator, said that he ~~~~~~
has never apprehended a student for
cheating because he has never .
caught a student r.ed-handed . .
"I've never caught anyone in _tbe
act of cheating. However, I knew
certain students did. When you
"grade a paper and two students have
the same number wrong, the same
Just stones throw away from the Statue - answers
. ri-ght and end up the. same
test score, then you know that they
~of Christopher Columbus .
must have cheated.
"As far .as I know students cheat
HAPPY HOOR EVERYDAY
because ...-they don't know their
~
FROM l2 Noo~ ·'til 7 ~ .M.
primary ~ terial ~ A person is not
prepared to take an· exam will
probably cheat to get a good grade.
The student may know that he will
fail unless they cheat. Maybe it's
because they are not honest with
themselves and rire embarrassed to

l

Cross-,
Country
·-

2
S
.2

w~~~~~-"~

• '· l

fail. "
Physics Division Coordinator, Dr.
Carl Antonelli, said that , few
students cheat. . · "I've caught
students cheating only once or twice.
I didn't make anything of it because
they were only quizes .

from
A - representative
Ferrycliff Stables will be on
-hand.to answer questions.
For more information call
Lois S1;;,huyler at 2164 .

Sailing
Team
Schedule:
OCT. 14 URI
OCT. 14 FRESHMEN.AT COAST GUARD
OC'f. 20 MASS MARITIME
OCT. 21 MIT
OCT. 27 & 28 3 CREW TEAM RACE AT COAST GUARD
OCT. 28 FRESHMEN AT TUFTS
TEAM .C APT AINS,..GERARD CORNEAU & DAVE KURT

